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RUMC301 - washbasin mixer tap, chrome plated brass
RUMC302 - washbasin mixer tap, matt white painted brass
RUMC303 - washbasin mixer tap, matt black painted brass
RUMC304 - washbasin mixer tap, nikel plated brass

Brass, zama, other.

Mixer tap for installation on basin. Complete with drain 1 “1/4 with pop. Base diameter 47 
mm. total height 160 mm. Distance aerator-body center 122 m. maximum thickness of 40 mm 
installation plan. 3/8 “water connections. Cartridge Ø 25 mm. 

TUV system certification UNI EN ISO 9001:2008.

Before doing any operation, ensure that the mains water supply is off. 
Before making any inlet pipe connections, all supply pipes MUST be Thoroughly flushed to 
remove debris. Failure to do this could result in damage to the cartridge and components or low 
flow from the mixer. 
Insert the Hot and Cold flexible tubes and the threaded rod into the body of the mixer 
Position the base ring and the surface washer onto the bottom of the mixer and place the 
assembly onto the basin/counter ensuring that the washer is in between the surface and the mixer. 
From the underside, place the ‘O’ Ring followed by the Metal Washer onto the threaded rod, then 
tighten to clamp the mixer to the basin/counter with the back nut, being careful not to over tighten. 
Install the waste ensuring that the foam washer is in between the waste and basin on the top 
portion of the waste, the rubber washer is to be placed under the basin before the bottom part of 
the waste is tightened up. Take care not to over tighten. 
Insert the vertical pop up rod into the mixer and connect to the horizontal rod on the waste body 
using the connector provided. 
Slide down push rod into rod link then push both roads down to the furthest point and tighten. 
Install the flexible pipes to the water supply and test leaks on the connections

Make a proper cleaning with soap and water, do not use aggressive, abrasive, corrosive, acid, 
acetone, paint thinner, etc. Do not scratch the paint / chrome / nickel. Periodically check the 
correct mounting and installation robustness. Do not use the product for purposes other than 
those intended.
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